Streamline and optimize the M&A drafting process

M&A Clause Analytics, now with ability to create custom models, boosts your productivity and effectiveness when drafting and negotiating a wide range of acquisition and ancillary agreements.

- Optimize your Workflow. Get insights in minutes instead of hours - create your own dynamic models, analyze agreements clause by clause, and compare them to your own agreements and clauses. Powerful analytical tools guide you to on-point language from a database of over one million individual clauses.

- Mitigate Risk. Expertly prepared practical guidance, such as elements of the clause, drafting considerations, and intent of the clause, are shown alongside individual clauses, enhancing your understanding at the point of need, instantly surfacing drafting risks, and eliminating the potential for costly mistakes.

- Improve your ROI. Enhance your efficiency and boost your negotiating leverage with statistics and comparisons based on your specific deal criteria. Multiple comparison tools allow you to efficiently benchmark your own agreements and clauses, extending your understanding of drafting techniques used by specific law firms or industries.
Transform Your M&A Drafting Workflow

Operating your Workflow

Optimize your Workflow
create Custom Models that conform to your specific requirements

Improve your ROI
Reduce your document processing time with Advanced Analytics, Dynamic Model Agreements and a database of over one million clauses.

Mitigate Risk
Use expert Practice to understand critical issues in high-risk clauses

Contact us at 1-800-638-8437 to learn more. Visit WoltersKluwerLR.com/securities to schedule a free demo.